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Seaport traffic solutions eyed
As development booms, short-term fixes sought

Tuesday, November 4, 2014

Donna Goodison

Dramatic, faster-than-anticipated growth projected for the South Boston’s Seaport District by 2035 —
including a 72 percent increase in development, 9,190 new residents and 22,930 more jobs — further
underscores the need for transportation system improvements, according to a new report released yesterday.

Per-person public and private transit trips are expected to increase 64 percent, and per-person vehicle trips are
projected to climb 27 percent during peak morning and already-congested evening commuter periods,
according to the report by Watertown consulting firm Vanasse Hangen Brustlin. Truck traffic on key roads is
expected to climb 34 percent.

“Without expanding the capacity of existing services or adding new transit services, all (public) transit route
demands are near or above maximum capacity under 2035 conditions,” the report states. “Although there are
no existing or planned year-round water transportation routes providing services to the waterfront, water
transportation may prove to be part of the solution.”

The data will be used as the basis for a new Seaport District transportation plan by the city, Massport,
MassDOT and Massachusetts Convention Center Authority working with the nonprofit A Better City.

“The district needs more public-transit options; it needs to be more pedestrian-friendly,” MCCA executive
director James Rooney said. “Some of the vehicular options need to be looked at — things like (using) the
Bypass Road (and) Dorchester Avenue near the post office.”

The committee plans to release transportation recommendations in January that can be implemented in the
short-term and the next three to 10 years in addition to longer-term recommendations for major investments
that would require extensive capital.
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Mortgage Rates
Overnight Averages Today +/- Last Week

30 yr fixed mtg 4.03% 3.98%
15 yr fixed mtg 3.25% 3.22%
30 yr fixed jumbo mtg 4.58% 4.61%
5/1 ARM 2.85% 2.86%

GROWING FAST: With development in South Boston’s Seaport District booming — and lots more building on the
way — a new study recommends public transportation improvements to meet traffic demands.
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